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Oceans Apart

Kae Sun, Emeka Alams and Simon Rittmeier
In conversation with Katharina Fink

Oceans Apart
Kae Sun / Emeka Alams /Simon Rittmeier
Video Projection Installation, 2015
Entry scene: A woman’s face under water. Music pours into the
video. Her eyes opening, blinking under water. Sequences that
follow: Grey streets, fences, rain, skin, laughter. A strong image:
One of the two main characters posing for the camera’s gaze, for
her lover, in front of a graffito: We’re coming back, it reads in blue
tint on a yellowish wall, with ‘a’ for anarchy. In the roughly 8 minutes Ocean Apart’s dense story unfolds, the split screen serves
as a metaphorical gate into the story: We follow two young people
on their routes, see them searching for each other. All over: music. The roughness of material worked with and footage shot on a
VHS-camera all add a certain look to the film; like a subtle nostalgia for nothing specific.
Oceans Apart is a collaborative artwork by musician Kae Sun, art
director Emeka Alams and filmmaker Simon Rittmeier. To see it
present in FAVT:Future Africa Visions in Time is meaningful in a
number of regards. In a sense, the work goes full circle, and by
doing so it strongly comments on the potential of artistic and academic conversations. Which in the best cases are not framed as
such, not moderated, labelled or groomed, but rather emerges in
the ways it wants to. Such as: Working together on shared topics,
encouraging each other, staying in touch and connecting at the
right spots, bringing together people because of the sense that
there might be something in this conversation which by lack of a
better term, one could call: future. Not everything has to be representable, particularly in the museum space.
To stress this point of artistic-academic, non-formalized cooperation, a bit of biography of collaboration is useful to mention: The
first time Kae Sun and the Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African

Studies came in contact was when we were working together in
the context of an outreach program in Munich.
With school groups we discussed what different perspectives on
Africa could look like. The underlying agreement of the organizers
being that these are strongly needed. We discussed with young
people how looking at Africa and the diasporas can enlighten how
visions of future are more elaborate than hegemonic perspectives — not only in the corporate world or in state-politics, but also,
and likewise effective, in academia.
So students mingled, entered into discussion with researchers
and artists, asked questions. At night, Kae Sun presented his
works in a concert — beautifully crafted songs which irritate,
fragment and queer stable notions of belonging and identity. (Kae
Sun was, this is important, referred by Emeka Alams as the right
person for this kind of conversation, who has been a source of
inspiration and artistic advice for a long time. So much for the
power of connecting.) As an aesthetic argument Kae Sun’s works
put forward the point more effectively than the discussions did,
we thought. As his works communicated: People are always on the
move. We are in shift, and in these shifts, in communication with
each other, in contact, we define ourselves. We can become another version of ourselves most of the times, any minute. And at the
same time we are trapped in the definitions of ourselves made by
others.

On our trip to the outreach in Munich, while driving on the highway
leading South, we were asked by the flickering sign on a police car
to leave the flow of traffic. We were traveling to reach the day’s
program mentioned above in time, the people traveling together
were Kae Sun, Luís Patraquim, poet and author from Mozambique,
Gilbert Ndi Shang, scholar from Cameroon, and Jimam T. Lar,
scholar from Nigeria, as well as myself, a scholar from Germany.
Besides the unpleasant feeling of standing at the highway side on
chilly February day explaining oneself and the limits of one’s willingness to explain oneself, the experience bore a certain irony. We
had deliberately decided to drive to Munich because of the wish to
spare people who are in Bayreuth as highly appreciated contributors to global discourse the experience of being policed on public
transport.
In a recent interview with okayafrica, Kae Sun puts the finger on
these sorts of experiences a, telling that
“I was ‘controlled’ once very publicly and I was thinking how
completely vulnerable you are in that moment. In a way all
of these experiences, plus the fact that life must go on and
we fall in love and people we know get sick and we outgrow
places and so on—all of that is in this EP. I can’t really dissect it and pick out specific moments but I know it’s there
because that’s the sort of time I’m having. It’s the period I’m
working through.”1
“Very publicly” is the apt way to describe this kind of experience.
From a crowd, a number of passengers in a bus, a train, a flow of
cars on a highway, one person, one element, is singled out and
labelled with an assumed past: S_he must have had a vision of a
future which is not legal. S_he has to proof her existence, her right
to be here. Many authors from philosophy to popular music have
found words for this: Foucault marked the gesture of people appeasing critique of the growing tendency to proof oneself’s legality as a force to denominate. If there‘s nothing to hide, this position
argues, there‘s nothing to hide. Identifying people who have to prove the rightfulness of their being in time and space means pulling

them into question: The future s_he wants might not be legitimate.
There are many ways to engage this experience: Resignation, indifference, protest, fear. The most powerful of them is to create a
form for others to connect with their stories. This does not have to
be explicit. It can be of the soft power of collaboration, far beyond
pity or overt reference. Kae Sun talks about this in the same interview:
“The film is a collaboration. It’s a bit of a dream collaboration because I’d wanted to work with Emeka Alams for some
time and this was the right project for it. We then got director
Simon Rittmeier involved. (…) This piece is driven by an idea
that impacts us one way or the other: The notion of belonging, who can go where and who can be with whom, how our
personal experiences become very politicized and how the
way we relate to each other can be subtly manipulated by
structures and powers external to us.”
Turning the sea into a reference for a collective belonging, making
it ‘ours’, with all consequences due, is a radical statement in a
time in which notions of the mediterranean sea move from holiday spots and jet-set perspectives shift. The Ocean turned into a
site of its own icons clashing. Oceans Apart says: All these images
belong. All of these ways of being, ways of seeing belong. Like a
prism, Oceans Apart refracts views and shifts the perspective
away from future as an estimation, a prognosis and towards doing
futures as a capacity and competence, one that particularly people in refugee contexts excel in. The video work enables, by creating
a capturing atmospheare, to grasp on liminality, to celebrate the
poetics of un/doing borders, both spatial and temporal ones. It celebrates the capacity to be pragmatic utopians. (As a footnote: The
data-collecting program most useful for the NSA operates under
the name PRISM and was put in place in 2007.)
Oceans Apart takes its audience into the past of imagined futures,
taken on that ride by artist An-Josefien Falelavaki‘s acting. The
lightheartedness of fresh beginnings, of the desire to touch skin

for a first, a second, another time, the ways toward each other. The
catastrophe, when roads are blocked. And from the individual level, the art of light and sound acts as a catalyst to envision bigger
and smaller at the same time: to zoom out in order to set movements in context. And to see oneself as a small fragment, a shard,
a piece. A starting point, visually mediated: “It is never too late for
common sense and solidarity to re-emerge, but, for that to happen, there will have to be the kind of worldwide mobilization that
brought about the formal end of apartheid.”2, Depelchin wrote.
In the discourse that the exhibition FAVT as a whole creates, Oceans Apart serves as a hook. While taking us out of concrete time;
into the heterotopia (Foucault) of the museum space and beyond
its physical measurements; it makes us return as well: It takes
back into the contemporary as it is created by images; and into
the many futures which unfold in every moment.
For those who know the places referenced in the video, it also
returns to the location of the museum space: to Bayreuth, Bavaria, Germany. We see the protagonist of the art work walk along
barbed wire separating a brick house from the street. We see the
simple decor of a flat. We see dancing people at a party. We see
the richly decorated ceiling of a representative building. And if we
know, we see: The home for people looking for asylum in Bayreuth,
in the local Wilhelm-Busch-Straße: a space in which time extends
into time-less loop, a reverse term of Wagner’s metaphysics, in a
way, when lingering in a liminal space turns into an endless waiting room. As living here means: Waiting. Not being able to work.
At the same time the house is: a place of playing, growing up,
falling in love, falling out of love. And some of the film’s audience
will recognize the interior of the Neues Schloss in Bayreuth in the
video work — the dream palace that Wilhelmine of Bayreuth had
herself built in the 18th century, to match her ideas of an appropriate place to represent her standing. To provide space for the arts.
Oceans Apart uses the rough, elegant moving images shot and
arranged by Simon Rittmeier and sound to create a collage of references. Current media discourse frames the refugee movement

as drama, with its own peaks, threats and icons, with its tension
built on potential dystopia. It could also be taken as an entry point
to envision a future otherwise, beyond notions of nation-statebound areas. Flashback: In his 1961 speech “I speak of Freedom”,
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah referenced the past and future of AfricanEuropean relations of about five hundred years. With the pragmatics of the revolutionary moment Nkrumah insisted that: “All this
makes a sad story, but now we must be prepared to bury the past
with its unpleasant memories and look to the future.”3
As indispensable ingredient to an independent future, Dr.
Nkrumah envisioned the unity of African people as a future empire
“(…) built not on fear, envy and suspicion, nor won at the expense
of others, but founded on hope, trust, friendship and directed to
the good of all mankind.”
Will this ever come? Is it possible? Nora Sternfeld refers to
Derrida’s “decided perhaps”, the risk of embracing contingency in
order to move toward something. “There is no future and no relati-

on to the coming of the event without experience of the ‘perhaps’”,
she cites the philosopher. A decided perhaps for the real mess? In
an interview about the aesthetics of his label-n-art-project Gold
Coast Trading Company, which in the construction of its brand
promotes the complexity of life and times, Emeka Alams says: “It
can’t be glossy or shiny all the time. That’s not the reality of any
culture.” In Oceans Apart we see our messiness. Also: The indispensable utopia of a shared humanity, in a party scene, a hand
on skin, a woman in a yellow dress turning her head while on a
market, her earring dangling. All of this is sacred ground, and a
view out of the window into a bleak sky. A subtle re-enchantment,
Oceans Apart holds the question for this kind of vision of other,
free futures, not more, certainly not less.
Written by Katharina Fink
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Kae Sun
Kwaku Darko-Mensah Jnr.,
better known by his stage
name Kae Sun, is a Ghanaianborn Canadian singer-songwriter and artist.
Kwaku was born in Accra, his
parents had resettled in Ghana after being based in Germany for several years. He immigrated to Canada to study at the
private preparatory boarding school Columbia International
College and continued on to McMaster University both in Hamilton, Ontario. He received a degree in Multimedia and Philosophy from McMaster University. In Accra he had attended the
renowned Achimota School where he first started writing and
performing music.
While attending university, Kwaku started using the stage
name Kae Sun, performing at local clubs and making demo
recordings. He also started playing guitar and experimenting
with different styles and sounds. He first gained some recognition when he was awarded a local music prize.
Kae Sun recorded and released his debut Lion On A Leash in
2009 largely funded by a grant from the Ontario Arts Council.
He soon after re-located to Toronto. Lion On A Leash was well
received among critics, garnering further recognition for Kae
Sun.
Kwaku followed up his debut with the EP Outside The Barcode,
a folky, pared-down collection of songs inspired by his return
to Ghana after years of living in Canada. The song Firefly
Dance from this collection was a KCRW Top Tune of the day.

Kae Sun’s second LP Afriyie was released in May 2013 and was
co-produced by Kae Sun and production duo Science! (Joshua
Sadlier-Brown and Marc Koecher). The record received favourable
reviews from publications like exclaim and Afropunk. An MTV Iggy
profile of the record said, ” With Afriyie, Kae Sun has managed to
emerge as one of the most promising singer-songwriters in the
international scene.” The tour for Afriyie included a set at the inaugural CBC music festival, support for the Toronto stop of Janelle
Monae‘s Electric Lady Tour and solo engagements in Germany.
The song Heart Healing Pulse from Afriyie was included in
the Strumbo Hundo 2013, television personality George
Stroumboulopoulos‘s list of the top songs of that year. The Roots
affiliated site OkayAfrica also lauded Afriyie as one of the best
releases of 2013.
In April 2014, Kae Sun made his U.S debut at the Apollo Theatre in
Harlem, as part of the theatre’s Africa Now Festival.

Emeka Alams
Emeka Alams is a fashion designer and artist mostly working in
Seattle, New York and Abidjan. His
label “Gold Coast Trading Company” uses fashion and Afrikan aesthetics as a way to imagine a new
stylistic language: www.before1444.com.

Simon
Rittmeier
Simon Rittmeier (1981, Nuremberg) studied visual arts and
film at the Hochschule für bildende Künste Hamburg (HfbK)
and at Academy of Media Arts
Cologne (KHM).
His films have been screened in international festivals for
video and documentary. In 2009 he received the First Prize of
the NRW Competition at the Oberhausen Film Festival for A
TASTE OF HONEY, that was developed during a residency at
the Fondacion Ludwig in Havana, Cuba.
His diploma DREXCIYA (2012) was selected for numerous festivals and exhibitions, amongst others at the Studio Museum
Harlem New York, Washington, Kampala, Ouagadougou and
Rotterdam.
He lives in Paris.
Image credits: J.W. Bantz

Lyrics
An Eclipse
What kept us from, each other’s warmth
What felt good enough why is it wearing out, what kept us from
Each other’s cold, thought it felt good for once, was it just the
getting off that kept you
Imagining shadows where people should be.
You’ll turn my wheels again
I’ll spin without breaking down
Love turned to counterfeit
and all that can’t be fixed
with every lesson learned
What kept you,
My imagination can bring me any place I want
Believe me I won’t, imagine your shadow where you should be.

Our Sea
This heart of mine like an empty road, trailing off into the darkness, pleading out for justice
and I don‘t know who or what is driving it,
Oh but they better get me there, there better be a way
Tired enough to shout it out, Tired enough to shed a load
Send a light out for me, keep me sheltered and at ease
Tired enough to shout it out, Tired enough to shed a load
Bring this jail house down , all I need is solid ground ooo
Sat before the sea and I emptied it of ghosts, rid my flesh of scorn
Abandoned on the coast, All my belonging never cured this longing
now I know what
my struggle is, can i tell you why it must persist.
Tired enough to shout it out, Tired enough to shed a load
Send a light out for me, keep me sheltered and at ease
Tired enough to shout it out, Tired enough to shed a load
Bring this jail house down , all I need is solid ground ooo
Heard the whispers in the wind
And I could not shake it off
Strapped up my boots again, followed you we were taking off
Skies kept unfolding , right before my eyes
I dont know what hour it is never seen them as bright as this

Are we tired off or tired from?
Erase the boderlines all of this is sacred
ground.

In conversation with
Simon Rittmeier

Can you briefly explain your your approach to this project?
Simon Rittmeier: I wanted to try out a new approach to my way
of filmmaking: giving away the control over the image. We bought
an old VHS camera on eBay and then I just handed it over to the
actors and spent the day outside in the park eating icecream. At
the end of the day they brought me what they had recorded. And
even then I did not look at it. We just talked about their experiences and they told me what had happened. For me that was a
very freeing experience. You could compare it to a blind scientist
in front of a microscope. I really recommend it.
Which format/ method did you choose as the way of researching/
communicating your findings or questions?
SR: No method at all. Pure chaos. I hesitate to use the words
„communication“ or „finding“ - both words go way too far. The
process of unveiling our findings in this project is a very intimate
and personal one: During the editing I was slowly uncovering the
footage, frame by frame, minute by minute. It was a slow process
that took me a long time. I couldn‘t really handle this kind of material. It was far too random; and many times out of focus. I didn‘t
know what to do with the results. It was as if we had freed a
„genie in a bottle“. But it was too late, everything was already
done. Finally I decided to let go and did the montage as randomly
as the shooting happened - intuitive and spontaneously.

Can you explain how the term „Future“is reflected in your project?
How do you relate to the topic Future Africa and Visions in Time,
and did your idea of the terms change?
SR: I don‘t find the term „Future“ is referenced in our project. And
„Visions in Time“ sounds quite strange to me - what do you mean
by it? Maybe it‘s not reflected at all? The time that we tried to
capture was presence... the now, the actor‘s now. What happens
between two persons at a specific moment at a specific place. All
I can say is that the shooting took place in May 2015 in Bayreuth,
Germany.
How did the cooperation with your partner (artist/ scientist) influence you in your thinking about your project?
SR: It was quite simple and a nice experience. Everybody was
trusting the other one in his area of expertise. Emeka Alams was
producing, Kae Sun did the music and we were all sure that the
other members of the team knew what he was doing. Sometimes I
would ask Kae Sun about to interpret his lyrics, but that‘s similar
to the questions that you can ask a poet about his texts: the
answers remain limited, as there are not other words that could
replace the ones that are used in the poem itself.
What are your overlapping fields and why is this cooperation productive/enriching/ interesting?
SR: As I said in the answer before, everybody stayed in his métier
and we worked in parallel. You could say that this was conservative or limiting or however, but this time I really enjoyed it and found

In conversation with
Simon Rittmeier

it productive: We just let the other do what he felt that was right.
This has a lot to do with trust, and for me it was really liberating:
Nobody would question my decisions, as I wouldn‘t question the
collaborators‘ decisions. And of course I wouldn‘t question the
music, as I have no idea about music making. Finally we included
some words, a dialogue and a monologue - but thats only sounds
for me, as random as the images are.
How do you think an interdisciplinary approach like this can
create new knowledge?
SR: I am not sure about this idea. I see a big difference in the
approaches and goals of Science and Art and therefore I doubt
if there can be any overlaps. For me, art is not aiming to find any
results, itis not purposeful or goal-oriented. The last thing that i
wanted to do with this video was to interpret.

Album Cover Oceans Apart, 2015, based on a photograph by Délio Jasse.
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